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Let A be a finite-dimensional central simple algebra and let k be a subfield of
Ž .its center Z A . We say that z , . . . , z generate A as a central simple algebra1 m
y1 w x w x Ž .over k if A s S k z , . . . , z , where S s k z , . . . , z l Z A *. In this paper1 m 1 m
we give a necessary and sufficient condition for A to be generated by m elements
as a central simple algebra over k. Q 1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Let A be a central simple algebra with center K and let k be a subfield
Ž .of K. Given z , . . . , z g A, we define the subalgebra k z , . . . , z ; A1 m 1 m
y1 w x w xas the central localization S k z , . . . , z , where S s k z , . . . , z l K*.1 m 1 m
Ž . Ž .w xIn other words, k z , . . . , z s k S z , . . . , z . In this paper we shall1 m 1 m
address the following question: Which finite-dimensional central simple
algebras can be generated by m elements, i.e., are of the form
Ž .k z , . . . , z ? Note that if A is a finite-dimensional division algebra then1 m
Ž .A s k z , . . . , z if and only if A is generated by z , . . . , z as a division1 m 1 m
algebra over k; see Remark 3.2.
A partial answer to our question is given by the following theorem of
Procesi.
Ž .THEOREM 1.1 Procesi . Let A be a central simple algebra of degree n, K
Ž .be the center of A, and k ; K. Suppose A s k z , . . . , z for some1 m
Ž .z , . . . , z g A. Then K is a finitely generated extension of k and trdeg K F1 m k
Ž . 2 Žm y 1 n q 1. Moreo¤er, equality holds if and only if A is isomorphic as a
. Ž .k-algebra to the uni¤ersal di¤ision algebra UD m, n .
* Partially supported by NSA Grant MDA904-9610022.
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w xA proof can be found in P , Chap. 8, Sect. 3 ; see also Lemma 4.1. Note2
Ž .that if we set n s 1 then A s K and UD m, n is the purely transcenden-
tal field extension of k generated by m independent indeterminates. Thus
in this case Theorem 1.1 reduces to familiar statements about fields,
Ž .namely i a field extension Krk generated by m elements has transcen-
Ž .dence degree F m and ii equality holds if and only if Krk is purely
transcendental.
Our main result is the following converse to Theorem 1.1.
THEOREM 1.2. Let m G 2 and n G 1 be integers and A be a central
simple algebra of degree n with center K. Suppose k ; K is a finitely generated
separable field extension such that
trdeg K F m y 1 n2 .Ž . Ž .k
Ž .Then A s k z , . . . , z for some z , . . . , z g A.1 m 1 m
Ž .Note that in the case n s 1 and thus A s K Theorem 1.2 says that a
finitely generated separable field extension Krk of transcendence degree
F m y 1 is necessarily generated by m elements. The latter statement is a
form of the primitive element theorem. Another interesting special case
Ž .arises if we set trdeg K F 4. In this case Theorem 1.2 says that if A isk
non-commutative, it can always be generated by 2 elements over k.
We give two proofs of Theorem 1.2. The argument presented in Section
Ž .5 is shorter and more direct; however, it only goes through if char k s 0.
A characteristic-free proof of Theorem 1.2 is given in Section 8; it relies on
a general position argument with respect to the differential Zariski topol-
ogy on Am , K m n2. This approach also yields additional information about
the set of m-tuples of generators; see Remark 8.1.
2. PRELIMINARIES
The following notational convention will be used throughout the paper.
Ž .Z R center of a ring R
m integer G 2
n integer G 1
k base field
k ; K field extension
r transcendence degree of Krk
A central simple algebra of degree n with center K
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Ž . Ž .A t s A m K tK
w xk z , . . . , z k-subalgebra generated by z , . . . , z1 m 1 m
Ž .k z , . . . , z the algebra defined in the beginning of Section 11 m
X , . . . , X m generic n = n-matrices1 m
Ž . Ž .UD m, n s k X , . . . , X , universal division algebra1 m
Ž . Ž .Z m, n center of UD m, n
Ž . 2 Ž .d s m y 1 n q 1 transcendence degree of Z m, n rk
We begin with a simple lemma which will be used in the sequel. Let ei j
Ž .be the elementary n = n-matrix which has 1 in position i, j and 0 in
every other position.
LEMMA 2.1. Let a s e and b s e q ??? qe q e g M . Then11 12 ny1, n n1 n
e¤ery elementary n = n-matrix e can be expressed as a monomial in a and b.i j
Proof. A simple induction argument shows that bsa s e andnq1ys, 1
abty1 s e for every s, t s 1, . . . , n. Thus1 t
e s e e s bnq1yia ab jy1Ž . Ž .i j i1 1 j
is a monomial in a and b.
Ž .3. THE STRUCTURE OF k z , . . . , z1 m
Let A be a finite-dimensional central simple algebra with center K, let
k be a subfield of K, and let z , . . . , z g A. In this section we take a1 m
Ž .closer look at the structure of the subalgebra k z , . . . , z defined in the1 m
beginning of Section 1. The next two lemmas describe it in the case where
z , . . . , z generate A as a K-algebra. Note that this condition holds for1 m
z , . . . , z g A in general position with respect to the Zariski topology on1 m
m m n2 Ž . Ž .A , K ; see Lemmas 7.1 b and 7.2 b .
Ž .LEMMA 3.1. Let A be a central simple algebra of degree n, k ; K s Z A ,
and z , . . . , z g A. Then the following condition are equi¤alent:1 m
Ž . w xa K z , . . . , z s A.1 m
Ž . Ž .b k z , . . . , z is a central simple algebra of degree n.1 m
w x Ž .Proof. Let R s k z , . . . , z and B s k z , . . . , z .1 m 1 m
Ž .Assume a holds. Since KB s A, R is a prime ring of PI degree n and
Ž .Z R ; K. Therefore,
 4S s R l K* s Z R R 0 ,Ž .
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y1 wand B s S R is a central simple algebra of degree n by Ro, Corollary
x6.1.29 .
w xTo prove the opposite implication, note that K z , . . . , z s KR s KB1 m
by the definition of B. If B is a central simple algebra of degree n then by
Ž .the double centralizer theorem KB s A, and part b follows.
²² ::Remark 3.2. Given z , . . . , z g A, let k z , . . . , z be the smallest1 m 1 m
Ž .k-subalgebra R of A with the following properties: i z , . . . , z g R and1 m
Ž . y1ii x g R whenever x g R and x is invertible in A. Clearly
Ž . ²² ::k z , . . . , z ; k z , . . . , z ; moreover, if A is a finite-dimensional1 m 1 m
w xcentral simple algebra and K z , . . . , z s A then equality holds by1 m
Ž . ²² ::Lemma 3.1. In particular, k z , . . . , z s A if and only if k z , . . . , z1 m 1 m
Ž .s A. Thus Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 remain true if one replaces k z , . . . , z1 m
²² :: Ž .by k z , . . . , z . We chose to work with k z , . . . , z because it1 m 1 m
allowed us to state Theorem 1.1 in the form it was originally proved by
w xProcesi in P . On the other hand, if one were to investigate how many2
elements are required to generate an infinite-dimensional division algebra,
it would be natural to define the algebra generated by z , . . . , z as1 m
²² ::k z , . . . , z .1 m
LEMMA 3.3. Let A be a central simple algebra of degree n, k ; K s
Ž . w x Ž Ž ..Z A , and z , . . . , z g A such that A s K z , . . . , z . Let K s k tr P z ,1 m 1 m 0
Ž . Ž .as P z ranges o¤er all monomials in z s z , . . . , z and let L s1 m
w xK z , . . . , z . Then0 1 m
Ž . Ž .a Z L s K , and0
Ž . Ž .b L s k z , . . . , z .1 m
Ž . w xProof. a Let c be a central element of L. Since K z , . . . , z s A,1 m
Ž . Ž . Žthere is a monomial P z in z , . . . , z such that tr P z / 0. Note that if1 m
Ž . Ž . .char k does not divide n, we can simply take P z s 1. Writing c as
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž .. w xtr cP z rtr P z and remembering that c g L s K z , . . . , z , we con-0 1 m
clude that c g K .0
Ž . Ž .b By Lemma 3.1, k z , . . . , z is a central simple algebra of1 m
Ž .degree n. Hence, it is closed under the reduced trace function A “ K.
Ž . Ž .Consequently, K ; k z , . . . , z and thus L ; k z , . . . , z . On the0 1 m 1 m
Ž .other hand, since the center of L is a field by part a , we have
Ž . Ž . Ž .k z , . . . , z ; K z , . . . , z s L. Thus k z , . . . , z s L, as claimed.1 m 0 1 m 1 m
Let x Ž i. be mn2 independent commuting indeterminates over k; hereab
Ž . Ž Ž i. .a, b s 1, . . . , n and i s 1, . . . , m. Suppose A s M K , where K s k xn ab
and
X s x Ž1. , . . . , X s x Žm. g AŽ . Ž .1 ab m ab
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Ž .are m generic n = n-matrices. The algebra k X , . . . , X is called the1 m
Ž . Ž Ž . .universal division algebra UD m, n, k or UD m, n for short . This
algebra was first introduced by Procesi who proved that it is, in fact, a
Ž .division algebra and that its center Z m, n has transcendence degree
Ž . 2 w x Ž .m y 1 n q 1 over k; see P , Part II . The structure of UD m, n has1
w xsince been extensively studied, see, e.g., Ro, 7.1 .
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .Remark 3.4. Lemma 3.3 shows that Z m, n s k tr P X , where P X
Žranges over all monomials in the generic matrices X , . . . , X . This fact is1 m
w x . Ž . Ž .proved directly in P , II.1.3 . Thus Z m, n s Frac S , where S s1
w Ž .xk tr P X .
Let A be a central simple algebra of degree n. Since the reduced trace
Ž .is well-defined on A, we can evaluate s z for any s g S and any
Ž . Ž . mz s z , . . . , z g A. Moreover, if s z s 0 for every z g A then s s 01 m
Ž .in Z m, n . Indeed, otherwise s would give rise to an identity which holds
w xin A but is not satisfied by the generic matrices, contradicting Ro, 6.1.469 .
Ž . Ž . mNow suppose s g Z m, n and z s z , . . . , z g A . We shall say that1 m
Ž . Ž .s z is defined if s can be written as arb with a, b g S, and b z / 0. In
Ž . Ž . Ž .this case we set s z s a z rb z ; this element of K depends only s and
Ž .z, not on the choice of a and b. Note that every s g Z m, n is defined on
m Ž 2a dense Zariski open subset of A viewed as an mn -dimensional
Ž . .Z A -vector space.
4. A REDUCTION LEMMA
LEMMA 4.1. Let A be a finite-dimensional central simple algebra with
Ž .center K. Suppose k is a subfield of K and A s k z , . . . , z for some1 m
z , . . . , z g A. Then K is a finitely generated field extension of k.1 m
Ž .Proof. Denote the degree of A by n. Then A ; M L , where L is an
Ž Ž i.. Ž . Ž Ž i..splitting field of A. Write z as a matrix l g M L . Then K ; k l ,i ab n ab
where i s 1, . . . , m and a, b s 1, . . . , n. Thus K is finitely generated over
k.
LEMMA 4.2. Let A be a central simple algebra of degree n, K be the center
Ž . Ž .of A, and A t s A m K t , where t is an independent central indetermi-K
Ž .nate. Assume that K is an infinite field, k is a subfield of K, and A t s
Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .k t z , . . . , z for some z , . . . , z g A t . Then A s k z , . . . , z for1 m 1 m 1 m
some z , . . . , z g A.1 m
Ž . y1Ž . w xProof. For i s 1, . . . , m write z s a t b t , where a g A t andi i i i
w x0 / b g K t . We want to specialize t to c g K so that the m-tuplei
Ž . Ž .z s z , . . . , z will specialize to an m-tuple z s z , . . . , z of genera-1 m 1 m
tors of A. In fact, we claim that any c g K will do, except for a finite
number.
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Ž .Indeed, for all but finitely many c g K, b c / 0 and thus z si i
Ž . y1Ž .a c b c is well defined for every i s 1, . . . , m. Moreover, we claimi i
that
Ž . w xa for all but finitely many c g K, we have K z , . . . , z s A and1 m
Ž . Ž .b for all but finitely many cgK, the center of k z , . . . , z equals1 n
K.
Ž . Ž . Ž .Note that if both a and b are satisfied then clearly k z , . . . , z s A.1 n
Ž . Ž . Ž .It therefore remains to prove a and b . To prove a , choose a K-basis
Ž . Ž .2b , . . . , b of A. Note that these elements also form a K t -basis of A t .1 n
Ž .w x Ž . 2By Lemma 3.1, K t z , . . . , z s A t . This means that there are n1 m
Ž . Ž . Ž .2monomials P z , . . . , P z in z , . . . , z which form a K t -basis of1 n 1 m
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .A t . Write P z s Ý a t b , where a t g K t . Then the base changei j i j j i j
Ž Ž ..matrix a t will be non-singular. This means that for all but finitelyi j
Ž Ž ..many c g K, the matrix a c is well-defined and non-singular. This, ini j
Ž .turn, implies a , as claimed.
Ž . Ž .In order to prove b , recall that by Lemma 4.1, K t is a finitely
Ž . Ž .generated field extension of k t . Hence, K t is finitely generated over k
Ž .and, consequently, K is finitely generated over k. Write K s k y , . . . , y .1 r
Ž . Ž .By Lemma 3.3, K t is generated over k t by elements of the form
Ž Ž .. Ž .tr P z , where P z ranges over all monomials in z , . . . , z . Thus we can1 m
write
g tr P z , . . . , tr P zŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .i 1 s
y s , 1Ž .i h tr P z , . . . , tr P zŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .i 1 s
where P , . . . , P is a finite collection of monomials and g , h , . . . , g , h1 s 1 1 s s
Ž . Ž .are commutative polynomials in s variables over k t . In fact, after
multiplying through by a common denominator, we may assume that every
w xcoefficient of every g and every h lies in k t . Note that the left hand sidei i
Ž .of 1 is independent of t and that the numerator and the denominator of
Ž .the right hand side are both elements of K t . Thus if we specialize t to
Ž . Ž .c g K i away from the poles of the numerator, ii away from the zeros
Ž . Ž .and the poles of the denominator, and iii so that each z s z c isi i
well-defined then
g tr P z , . . . , tr P zŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .i 1 s
y s .i h tr P z , . . . , tr P zŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .i 1 s
Ž . Ž . Ž .Note that condition i , ii , and iii above only exclude a finite number of
Ž .c g K. If we now choose c g K so that condition a is satisfied, in
Ž . Ž . Ž .addition to i , ii , and iii , then by Lemma 3.3 each y will lie in thei
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Ž .center of k z , . . . , z . By our choice of y , . . . , y this implies that the1 m 1 s
Ž .center of k z , . . . , z equals K, as claimed. This concludes the proof of1 m
Ž .b and thus of Lemma 4.2.
5. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.2 IN
CHARACTERISTIC ZERO
Ž . y1 Ž .LEMMA 5.1. Assume char k does not di¤ide n. Let Y s X y n tr X1 1 1
Ž . Ž . Ž .and let E s k Y , X , . . . , X ; UD m, n . Then trdeg Z E s1 2 n k
Ž . 2m y 1 n .
Proof. A central element of E commutes with Y , X , . . . , X and,1 2 n
Ž . Ž . Ž .hence, is central in UD m, n . In other words, Z E ; Z m, n ; we claim
Ž .Ž Ž .. Ž .Z E tr X s Z m, n . Indeed, by Lemma 3.3 it is enough to show that1
Ž Ž .. Ž .Ž Ž ..tr P X , X , . . . , X g Z E tr X for every monomial P; the latter1 2 m 1
y1 Ž . Ž .can be seen by substituting X s Y q n tr X into P X , X , . . . , X .1 1 1 1 2 n
Ž . Ž . 2 Ž . 2Therefore, trdeg Z E s m y 1 n or m y 1 n q 1, depending onk
Ž . Ž .whether tr X is transcendental or algebraic over Z E . To rule out the1
w Ž i. x w Ž i. xsecond possibility, let f : k x “ k x be the ring homomorphismab ab
Ž1. Ž . Ž i.which takes x to the i, j -entry of Y and takes x to itself for everyi j 1 ab
w Ž .xi G 2. Let S s k tr P X be as in Remark 3.4. Then f restricts to a map
Ž . Ž . Ž .S “ S. By Lemma 3.3, Z E is the fraction field of f S . Since f tr Y s1
0, we have
trdeg Z E s trdeg f S - trdeg S s trdeg Z m , nŽ . Ž . Ž .k k k k
s m y 1 n2 q 1.Ž .
2Ž . Ž .Thus trdeg Z E s m y 1 n , as claimed.k
We are now ready to prove Theorem 1.2 under the assumption that
Ž .char k s 0. In view of Lemma 4.2 we may assume without loss of
generality that
trdeg K s m y 1 n2 .Ž . Ž .k
Ž . Ž . 2 Ž .Indeed, if trdeg K - m y 1 n then we can replace A by A t andk
Ž . Ž .appeal to Lemma 4.2. Note that if A t s k z , . . . , z then certainly1 m
Ž . Ž .Ž .A t s k t z , . . . , z .1 m
Ž . Ž . 2 w x Ž .Suppose trdeg K s m y 1 n . Then by RV, Theorem 1.1 , A tk
Ž .contains a copy of UD m, n and, in particular, a copy of E s
Ž .k Y , X , . . . , X . By Lemma 5.1,1 2 m
trdeg Z E s m y 1 n2 s trdeg K . 2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .k k
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w xThus by RV, Proposition 3.2 E embeds in A, i.e., we may assume
Ž . Ž .A s E m K, where K is a finite extension of Z E by 2 . By theZŽE .
Ž .Ž .primitive element theorem K s Z E a for some a g K. We now claim
Ž . y1that A s k z , . . . , z , where z s Y q n a , z s X , . . . , z s X .1 m 1 1 2 2 m m
w x Ž .Note that since K z , . . . , z s A, k z , . . . , z is a central simple subal-1 n 1 m
Ž .gebra of A of degree n; see Lemma 3.1. In particular, k z , . . . , z1 m
Ž . y1contains a s tr z and thus Y s z y n a , as well as X , . . . , X . Since1 1 1 2 m
Ž . Ž . Ž .k z , . . . , z contains both E s k Y , X , . . . , X and a s tr X , it is1 m 1 2 m 1
equal to all of A, as claimed.
Remark 5.2. We would now like to turn this argument into a character-
istic-free proof of Theorem 1.2. With this in mind, note that we have used
Ž . Ž .the assumption char k s 0 in three instances: i E is only defined if n is
Ž . Ž . Ž . 2invertible in k, ii the reduction to the case where trdeg K s m y 1 nk
requires the use of Lemma 4.2 which assumes that K is an infinite field,
Ž .and iii the definition of a depends on the primitive element theorem
which may fail in prime characteristic.
Ž . Ž .A closer examination shows that i and ii can be bypassed in prime
Ž .characteristic. Indeed, i the definition of E can be adjusted by setting Y1
Ž . y1 Ž .to be X rtr X instead of X y n tr X . If we then define z s a Y1 1 1 1 1 1
rather than Y q ny1a , the rest of the argument will go through un-1
Ž .changed. On the other hand, ii only presents a problem if K is finite.
However, in this case the situation is greatly simplified by Wedderburn's
theorem and can be handled separately; see Section 8.
The use of the primitive element theorem presents a more serious
Ž .difficulty. In order to overcome it we will a assume that K is separable
Žover k note that without this assumption Theorem 1.2 fails even for
. Ž . wn s 1 and b use the results of Section 7 instead of RV, Theorem 1.1
xand Proposition 3.2 .
6. SEPARABLE EXTENSION
Let k ; K be a field extension. Recall that t , . . . , t g K are said1 r
to form a separating transcendence basis for a field extension k ; K if
Ž . Ž .i they are algebraically independent over k and ii K is separable
Ž .algebraic over k t , . . . , t . An extension k ; K is separable of transcen-1 r
dence degree r if it admits a separating transcendence basis t , . . . , t . In1 r
this case the k-derivations
D s ›r› t : K “ Ki i
Ž .are uniquely defined and form a basis of the K-vector space Der K ofk
w x w xderivations from K to itself. For details see L or C .
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LEMMA 6.1. Elements s , . . . , s g K form a separating transcendence1 r
Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž .basis of Krk iff the Jacobian matrix J s D s s › s r› t g M K isi j i j n
non-singular.
w xProof. The lemma follows from L, X.7.10 . Indeed, the elements of the
ith row of J are the coordinates of the Kahler differential ds in terms ofÈ i
Ž .the basis dt , . . . , dt of Der K *.1 r k
Recall that a field extension Krk is called unirational if K is contained
in a purely transcendental extension of k.
LEMMA 6.2. E¤ery unirational field extension is separable.
w xProof. This follows from L, X.5 and X.6 .
Note that Lemma 6.2 implies, in particular, that the extension k ;
Ž .Z m, n is separable. This fact will be repeatedly used in the sequel.
Ž .LEMMA 6.3. Let s , . . . , s be a separating transcendence basis of Z m, n1 d
o¤er k and let L be an infinite field containing k. Then there exists a dense
d Ž .Zariski open subset U of L with the following property. For e¤ery c , . . . , c1 d
g U there exist a finite separable field extension L9rL and an m-tuple of
Ž . Ž . Ž .matrices z s z , . . . , z such that z , . . . , z g M L9 and s z s c for1 m 1 m n i i
i s 1, . . . , d.
Ž . 2The integer d in the statement of the lemma equals m y 1 n q 1 s
Ž . Ž .trdeg Z m, n . We also note that s z s c implies, in particular, thatk i i
Ž .s z is defined; see Remark 3.4.i
Ž .Proof. Let K be a finite separable extension of Z m, n which splits
Ž . Ž w x.UD m, n . Note that there are many such extensions see Ro, 7.1.2 ; in
Ž .Ž . Ž w x.particular, we can take K s Z m, n X see P , II.1.7 .1 1
We can now think of the generic matrices X , . . . , X as elements of1 m
Ž . Ž Ž i.. Ž i.M K , say, X s y , where y g K for each a, b s 1, . . . , n and i sn i ab ab
1, . . . , m. Note that
s X , . . . , X s s ; 3Ž . Ž .i 1 m i
see Remark 3.4.
Ž . Ž .Let s s s , . . . , s . Since K is finite and separable over k s , the1 d
Ž .Ž .Primitive Element Theorem says that K s k s a , where a satisfies an
Ž . Ž .w xirreducible polynomial p t g k s t with no repeated roots. In other
Ž .words, the discriminant D s of this polynomial is a non-zero element of
Ž .k s . Every element of K can now be written as a polynomial in a with
Ž . Ž i. Ž i.Ž .coefficients in k s . In particular, we can write each y as q a withab ab
Ž i.w x Ž .w xq t g k s t .ab
Ž . w xLet g s g s , . . . , s g k s be a common denominator of the coeffi-1 d
Ž . Ž i.Ž . Ž .cients of p t and q t . In other words, we choose g / 0 so that gp tab
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Ž i.Ž . w xw x dand gq t lie in k s t . Let U be the Zariski open dense subset of Lab
Ž . Ž . Ž .consisting of d-tuples c s c , . . . , c such that g c / 0 and D c / 0.1 d
Ž .Given c s c , . . . , c g U, we now proceed to construct the finite separa-1 d
Ž .ble extension L9rL and the m-tuple of matrices z , . . . , z g M L9 such1 m n
Ž .that s z , . . . , z s c .i 1 m i
Ž . Ž .We define L9 as the splitting field of p t , where p t is obtained by
Ž . Ž . Ž .specializing each coefficient of p t . Since g c / 0, p t is indeed, well-
Ž .defined. Moreover, since the discriminant D c of p is non-zero, L9 is a
Ž .separable extension of L. Let a be a root of p t in L9.
Ž .Finally, we define z , . . . , z g M L9 as follows. Let R s1 m n
w Ž .x w x Ž .k s , . . . , s , 1rg s and let m: R t “ L9 be given by m s s c and1 d i i
Ž . Ž . Ž .m t s a . Since m sends p t to p a s 0, it descends to a homomor-
w xphism R a “ L9, which, in turn, gives rise to a homomorphism n :
Ž w x. Ž . Ž Ž i.Ž ..M R a “ M L9 . Then each generic matrix X s q a lies in then n i ab
Ž . Ž .domain of n , and we define z s n X for i s 1, . . . , m. Now 3 showsi i
Ž . Ž .that s z , . . . , z s m s s c for any j s 1, . . . , d, as claimed.j 1 m j j
7. THE DIFFERENTIAL ZARISKI TOPOLOGY
Let k ; K be a finitely generated separable extension. In this setting we
can define the differential Zariski topology on K N. A closed set in this
topology is the zero locus of a collection of differential polynomials. Recall
Ž .that a differential polynomial is a polynomial in x and D x , wherei j i
Ž . N Ž .x , . . . , x g K and D , . . . , D is a basis of Der K . For details we1 n 1 r k
w xrefer the reader to RV, Sect. 4 .
Suppose A is a central simple algebra of degree n. Denote the center of
A by K. Then for any m G 1 we can view Am as an mn2-dimensional
K-vector space. Explicitly, if f , . . . , f 2 is a K-basis of A then we identify1 n
Ž . m Ž . m n2z s z , . . . , z g A with a g K , where for i s 1, . . . , m1 m i j
n2
z s a f . 4Ž .Ýi i j j
js1
Ž . m m n2If Krk is separable and trdeg K s r - ‘ then A ( K is endowedk
with the differential Zariski topology. Choose a collection of elements
Ž . ms , . . . , s g Z m, n . We shall be interested in the following subsets of A ,1 r
mV s z , . . . , z g A tr z / 0 ,Ž . Ž . 41 1 m 1
m w xV s z , . . . , z g A K z , . . . , z s A , 5Ž . Ž . 42 1 m 1 m
mV s z g A s z , . . . , s z form a separating transc. basis for Krk .Ž . Ž . 43 1 r
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Ž . Ž .Note that if z g V then our definition presupposes that s z , . . . , s z3 1 r
are well defined; see Remark 3.4.
Ž . mLEMMA 7.1. a V is Zariski open in A .1
Ž . mb V is Zariski open in A .2
Ž . mc V is open in the differential Zariski topology on A .3
Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. a Let z , . . . , z be as in 5 . Then tr z s 0 translates into1 m 1
a linear equation in a .i j
Ž . w xb Observe that K z , . . . , z s A if and only if the monomials1 m
Ž . Ž .P z in z , . . . , z span A as a K-vector space. Let z , . . . , z , be as in 4 .1 m 1 m
Ž . n2Then P z s Ý b f , where each b is a polynomial in a . Thusjs1 P j j P j i j
w x 2 Ž . 2K z , . . . , z / A if and only if every n rows of the infinite = n -matrix1 m
Ž .b are linearly dependent. The latter condition is equivalent to settingP j
every n2 = n2-minor of this matrix equal to 0. Thus the complement of V2
in Am is cut out by polynomial equations in a .i j
Ž . w Ž .x Ž .c Let S s k tr P X , where P X ranges over all monomials in
the generic matrices, as in Remark 3.4. Write s s a rb , where a andi i i i
b g S. Let t , . . . , t be a separating transcendence basis for Krk and leti 1 r
Ž . Ž .D s ›r› t for j s 1, . . . , r. By Lemma 6.1 the elements s z , . . . , s zj j 1 r
Ž Ž ..form a separating transcendence basis for Krk if and only if det D s /i j
0. Suppose
b z / 0 6Ž . Ž .j
for every j s 1, . . . , r. Then z g V if and only if3
det D a b y D b a z / 0. 7Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .i j j i j i
Ž . Ž .The inequalities 6 and 7 define a Zariski open set in the differential
Zariski topology. This set depends on the choice of a and b g S suchi i
Ž .that s s a rb . Part c now follows from the fact that V is the union ofi i i 3
these open sets taken over all possible choices of a , b , . . . , a , b .1 1 r r
Ž .LEMMA 7.2. a V / B.1
Ž .b Assume m G 2. Then V / B.2
Ž . Ž . Ž . 2c Suppose k is an infinite field, trdeg K s r F d s m y 1 n q 1,k
and the set s , . . . , s can be completed to a separating transcendence basis1 r
Ž .s , . . . , s of Z m, n o¤er k. Then V / B.1 d 3
Ž . Ž .Proof. Part a follows from the fact that tr z is a non-zero linear1
form of Am ( K m n2. To show that V and V are non-empty, it is enough2 3
Ž . Ž .to prove that V L / B and V L9 / B for some separable extension L2 3
w xand L9 of K ; see RV, Theorem 4.3 . Choose a separable extension LrK
w xwhich splits A; see Ro, 7.1.12 .
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Ž .An element of V L is thus an m-tuple of n = n-matrices z s2
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .z , . . . , z g M L such that L z , . . . , z s M L . To show that1 m n 1 m n
Ž .V L / B, set2
z s e , z s e q e q ??? qe q e , z s 0, . . . , z s 0.1 11 2 12 23 ny1, n n1 3 m
Ž . Ž . Ž . ŽThen by Lemma 2.1, z , . . . , z g V L . This proves part b . Other1 m 2
Ž . w x w x .proofs of part b can be found in P , III.1.2 or Re, Lemma 2.10 .2
To show that V / B, we appeal to Lemma 6.3. Let U ; Ld be the3
Zariski open subset of Lemma 6.3 and let U ; Ld be the set of all1
Ž . dd-tuples c , . . . , c g L such that c , . . . , c form a separating transcen-1 d 1 r
dence basis for L over k. By Lemma 6.1, U is open in the differential1
Zariski topology on Ld. Since Ld is irreducible in the differential Zariski
w xtopology, we have U l U / B; see RV, Theorem 4.3 . Choose1
Ž .c , . . . , c g U l U . Then by our choice of U there exists a finite1 d 1
1 Ž .separable extension L rL and z , . . . , z g M L9 such that1 m n
Ž . Ž .s z , . . . , z s c for i s 1, . . . , d. Since c , . . . , c g U , we havei 1 m i 1 d 1
Ž . Ž . Ž .z , . . . , z g V L9 . This shows that V L9 / B thus completing the1 m 3 3
Ž .proof of part c .
8. A CHARACTERISTIC-FREE PROOF OF THEOREM 1.2
First consider the case where K is finite. By Wedderburn's theorem
Ž . w x Ž .A s M K ; see Ro, 7.1.11 . It is sufficient to show that A s k z , z forn 1 2
Ž .some z , z g A. Choose a primitive element a g K such that k a s K1 2
and define z s a e and z s e q e q ??? qe . We claim that A s1 11 2 12 23 n1
Ž . w x w x Ž .k z , z . Indeed, K z , z s K e , z s M K by Lemma 2.1. Thus by1 2 1 2 11 2 n
Ž . Ž . y1Lemma 3.3, B s k z , z contains a s tr z . Consequently, e s a z1 2 1 11 1
w x w x Ž .g B and thus k e , z ; B. By Lemma 2.1, k e , z s M k . Since B11 2 11 2 n
Ž .contains both a and M k , we conclude that B s A, as claimed.n
Now assume that K is infinite. By Lemma 4.2 we can replace A, K, and
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .k by A t , K t , and k t . Note that trdeg K t s trdeg K. The advan-kŽ t . k
Ž .tage of this setting is that the new base field k t is always infinite. Thus
we may assume without loss of generality that k is an infinite field.
Our argument will use a particular separating transcendence basis
Ž . Ž Ž ..s , . . . , s of Z m, n over k which we now construct. Let k s k tr X1 d 1 1
Ž Ž i..and let X s x . Sincei ab
k ; Z m , n ; k x Ž i.Ž . Ž .1 ab
Ž Ž i. .and k x is a purely transcendental extension of k , we conclude thatab 1
Ž . Ž .Z m, n is unirational over k and thus, by Lemma 6.2, Z m, n is1
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .separable over k . Recall that Z m, n s k tr P X , where P X ranges1
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over the set of all monomials in X , . . . , X ; see Lemma 3.3. Conse-1 m
Ž . Ž Ž .. w xquently, Z m, n s k tr P X . By L, Proposition X.6.5 we can select a1
Ž .separating transcendence basis for the field extension k ; Z m, n from1
 Ž .4the generating set tr P X ; denote the elements of this basis by
Ž . Ž .tr P X , . . . , tr P X . Suppose P is a monomial of degree e in X . Let1 dy1 j j 1
Ž Ž .. Ž .ye j Ž .s s tr P X tr X for j s 1, . . . , d y 1. Note that k s , . . . , s sj j 1 1 1 dy1
Ž Ž . Ž ..k tr P X , . . . , tr P X so that s , . . . , s form a separating tran-1 1 dy1 1 dy1
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .scendence basis for Z m, n over k s k tr X . By our construction s z1 1 i
Ž .is well-defined for any z g V ; see 5 . Moreover,1
s a z , z , . . . , z s s z , . . . , z 8Ž . Ž . Ž .i 1 2 m i 1 m
Ž .for every i s 1, . . . , d y 1 and every 0 / a g K. Now set s s tr X .d 1
Since s is transcendental over k, the elements s , . . . , s form a separat-d 1 d
Ž .ing transcendence basis for Z m, n over k.
We are now ready to finish the proof of Theorem 1.2. Let V , V , and V1 2 3
Ž . mbe as in 5 . Since A is irreducible in the differential Zariski topology
Ž w x.see RV, Theorem 4.3 and V , V , and V are non-empty open subsets of1 2 3
m Ž . ŽA see Lemmas 7.1 and 7.2 , we have V l V l V / B. Here we use1 2 3
. Ž .the assumption that k is infinite. Let z s z , . . . , z g V l V l V ,1 m 1 2 3
Ž .A s k z , . . . , z , and0 1 m
K 9 s k s z , . . . , s z . 9Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 r
Ž .Since z , . . . , z g V , Lemma 3.1 says that A is a central simple1 m 2 0
Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž .algebra of degree n and, in particular, k s z , . . . , s z ; Z A ; K.1 r 0
Ž .Since z g V , K is algebraic and thus finite and separable over K 9. By3
Ž .the primitive element theorem K s K 9 a for some 0 / a g K. We claim
that
A s k zX , z , . . . , z , 10Ž . Ž .1 2 m
X w Ž .x Ž .where z s artr z z . Indeed, since z , . . . , z g V , we have1 1 1 1 m 2
w X x w xK z , z , . . . , z s K z , . . . , z s A. 11Ž .1 2 m 1 m
Ž X .Hence, by Lemma 3.1, k z , z , . . . , z is a central simple algebra of1 2 m
Ž X .degree n. In particular, it contains s z , z , . . . , z for every i s 1, . . . ,i 1 2 m
Ž . Ž . Ž X .d y 1. On the other hand, 8 says that s z , . . . , z s s z , z , . . . , zi 1 m i 1 2 m
Ž . 2for every i s 1, . . . , d y 1. Since we are assuming r F m y 1 n s d y 1
Ž X . Ž Ž . Ž ..this implies that k z , z , . . . , z contains K 9 s k s z , . . . , s z . More-1 2 m 1 r
Ž X . Ž .over, it also contains a s tr z and thus K 9 a s K. We conclude that1
Ž X . w X xk z , z , . . . , z contains K z , z , . . . , z , which is equal to all of A by1 2 m 1 2 m
Ž . Ž .11 . This completes the proof of 10 and thus of Theorem 1.2.
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Remark 8.1. If k is an infinite field, the above argument yields a more
precise description of the set of m-tuples of generators of A under the
assumptions of Theorem 1.2.
m Ž .There exists a subset U of A such that i U is open and dense in the
Ž . Ž .differential Zariski topology and ii for any z s z , . . . , z g U, we ha¤e1 m
Ž .A s k b z , z , . . . , z for some b g K.1 2 m
Ž . Ž .Here U s V l V l V ; see 5 . Given z s z , . . . , z g U let K 9 be1 2 3 1 m
Ž . Ž .as in 9 . Then we can take b s artr z g K, where a is any non-zero1
primitive element for the finite separable field extension K 9 ; K. Note
that primitive elements for this extension form a dense Zariski-open
subset of K, viewed as a finite-dimensional K 9-vector space. In this sense,
Ž .a generically chosen element a and thus b of K will have the desired
property.
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